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Proactive security through planning 

and continuous risk analysis.
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Our Approach
It comes as no surprise that organizations, pressured by a continuously changing threat landscape and 

increasingly sophisticated threat actors, are reacting defensively to remain agile and support their clients 

and customers across the globe. Their inability to successfully defend themselves is usually not due to a 

lack of resources, personnel, or experience. It is generally from a reactive posture and lack of real-time 

analysis. The modern threat landscape is simply too complex; it requires a strategy where businesses’ 

objectives and goals are met with a layered, proactive solution to mitigate risk.

Our proactive approach involves thorough planning and continuous risk analysis of your company’s 

assets. We leverage our extensive experience and partnerships to deliver effective security 

recommendations and protective solutions. In today’s world, it takes a team comprised of people 

who care deeply about protecting others. We fulfil this commitment by bringing a team together to 

ensure all facets of physical, human, and technical security elements are met.  

GRA Maven is an industry leader in providing end-to-end custom security solutions, while 

maintaining strict confidentiality. This includes providing the highest caliber of specialized training 

and security offerings to our clients.
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SECURITY SERVICES

GRA Maven’s team of security experts use decades of proven techniques designed to identify risks, threats, and 
vulnerabilities, while challenging analytic assumptions and anticipating potential outcomes. Our in-depth 
understanding allows us to work with you to design a security solution that will help protect your employees, 
facilities, and assets.

Security Assessments

Knowing your risks, threats, and vulnerabilities is the 
foundation to developing an impactful security program. 

Most organizations are not aware of what security risks they face and are not prepared to deal 

with the consequences. 

GRA Maven’s team of highly experienced security experts use proven assessment methods and 

techniques, designed to identify threats and vulnerabilities, challenge analytic assumptions, and 

anticipate potential risk-based scenarios. We then use these results to develop a client-specific 

mitigation plan to reduce the risk.

“Security is a team sport and everyone’s responsibility...
the human element is the first line of defense.”

- Ray Whitaker, Senior Director of Corporate Security, GRA Maven
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Security Policy Design and Review

Well-organized policies and clearly defined procedures strengthen 
an organization’s position against an uncertain future.

Many organizations do not have written and documented policies and procedures in place that 

are communicated and understood by all members of the team.  

The cornerstone to any organization’s security and safety is establishing and enforcing thorough 

and judicious security policies. The increasing threat of an active shooter or home-grown terrorist 

attack has forced many local and state governments to implement laws that require businesses 

to develop and rehearse security protocols. GRA Maven’s team of counterterrorism and security 

experts will evaluate your company’s policies and procedures and provide recommendations 

needed to meet compliance.

Realistic Incident Evaluations

A unified and coordinated effort takes practice. 

Many organizations are unprepared for emergency incidents because they do not have or have 

not rehearsed incident response plans.

The ability to measure a client’s emergency response preparedness is critical for policy analysis. 

Without a custom-built, scenario-based evaluation tailored to the organization, it remains 

virtually impossible to know how prepared a response system is for incidents such as a natural 

disaster, terrorist attack, or an industrial or transportation accident.   

GRA Maven has the experience and resources necessary to analyze a client’s plans, policies, and 

procedures as they apply to incident response and management. We then develop realistic 

scenario-driven incident response exercises to identify gaps in, or absence of, a client’s response plans.
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Crisis Communication 
& Public Relations Support

Understanding the message to deliver is vital during 
crisis situations. 

Many organizations are not prepared to protect their brand and reputation during a crisis with 

sufficient communication policies and plans. 

Shaping and preserving your public image involves extensive planning and perpetual care. 

Whether you are preparing for an emerging crisis, or responding to a developing situation, we can 

help your team prepare for threat-based risks to better protect your brand and reputation. Our 

services are also crucial to improving your organization’s relationship with the public. 

GRA Maven’s team of experienced security experts have the skills and capabilities necessary to 

augment your current communications team. As part of this service, we can assist in the 

development of plans to influence the opinion and behavior of your targeted public audience.

Facility Penetration Evaluations

Proactive assessments compliment defensive security assessments. 

Most organizations do not test the effectiveness of their current security program to see where 

true vulnerabilities exist. 

GRA Maven has the ability to provide penetration testing, designed to simulate a threat actor 

gaining access to client facilities and/or sites. We accomplish this by using highly trained former 

special operations personnel and law enforcement professionals who possess peerless expertise 

in this field. GRA Maven personnel use their experiences to perform the covert actions typically 

used by malicious criminals. This testing is extremely useful in identifying gaps in your current 

security programs.
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Security Audits
Most security programs are either non-existent or contain 
significant gaps, leading to an inability to deal with serious 
incidents. 

Security audits are performed by seasoned GRA Maven security professionals who possess the 

appropriate level of experience, knowledge, and training necessary. Our security experts work closely 

with the Client to determine the proper scope and direction of each audit. We then utilize our 

real-world proven methods and techniques to analyze your security policies and procedures to identify 

gaps, threats, and vulnerabilities in your existing security program.

Technical Surveillance 
Countermeasures (TSCM)

Many organizations possess highly sensitive, intellectual 
property that is subject to theft by threat actors planting 
technical devices to capture it. 

Also known as a “bug” sweep, TSCM is a highly technical service that detects the presence of 

eavesdropping devices such as hidden cameras and microphones. The goal of a TSCM is to 

identify existing security breaches, potential weaknesses in technical security, and recommend 

mitigation steps necessary to reduce the risk. 

GRA Maven’s team of qualified, expert TSCM technicians are extremely experienced professionals 

who have performed TSCM sweeps globally for a wide range of prestigious clients.
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SECURITY TRAINING
Security training internal to an organization is the foundation of an impactful security program. Our courses meet 
these threats and ensure your employees are prepared for countless scenarios. Our foundational training provides 
real-world context on threat actors and the current operational risks that an organization may face from evolving threats.  

Each course is developed with mitigation techniques in mind and includes areas associated with both internal and 
external spaces of the workplace. Our training is designed to protect a business’s most valuable assets; its people.

Insider Threat Mitigation
Many organizations focus only on threats and vulnerabilities from an outside source and do not 

recognize that 97% of insider threat cases, as studied by Stanford University, involved an 

employee whose behavior was flagged by a supervisor, but the organization had failed to act. 

GRA Maven has staff dedicated to analyzing your organization and determining how your 

company can help detect and protect itself from insider threats. The threat mitigation team will 

assist employees in identifying individuals who reflect behavioral patterns indicative of a will or 

tendency to cause harm. GRA Maven can then help your organization incorporate proper security 

measures into standard policies and practices.

Active Shooter Response
Many organizations are unprepared to prevent or deal with an unpredictable active shooter event 

that evolves quickly. 

GRA Maven’s team of experts can offer strategies and provide options to enhance survival when 

confronted with an active shooter. Our training will also provide you with the critical actions 

needed to ensure you are a hardened target and are prepared with a survivor mindset.
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Preventing Workplace Violence
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, every year, two million American workers report 

having been victims of workplace violence (NSC.org, 2018). Many organizations and employees are 

unable to recognize the warning signs and are ill-equipped to respond to work place violence.   

GRA Maven develops strategies to assist in recognizing warning signs of an employee under stress 

and how to deescalate an agitated employee. Our training will also provide necessary actions to 

take when workplace violence occurs.

Incident & Crisis Management
A crisis often emerges without warning.  

Many organizations are ill-prepared to identify, analyze, and rectify an event that could lead to 

loss or disruption of their functions, services, or operations. GRA Maven works with you to prepare 

for and respond to potential emergency situations, including terrorism incidents and natural disasters. 

GRA Maven’s training plan will help your organization create an Incident Response Plan aimed at 

identifying assets required, evaluating risk potential, and forming an incident response team.

Travel Security Awareness
Travel safety and security awareness are vital in our rapidly changing and turbulent world.  

If you want to help ensure that you will not be victimized while traveling, the first item to focus on is travel 

security awareness. Travel security awareness may be appropriate, especially for corporate travelers. Companies 

that do not have some sort of travel security training program in place are at risk for potential liability issues if 

something happens to one of the company’s employees when traveling on corporate business.

GRA Maven security experts can offer strategies and training that provide a heightened sense of situational 

awareness and effective response procedures for a range of security threat situations to assist your 

employees traveling abroad.
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PROTECTION SERVICES
Our protective services provide your company with more than just a bodyguard. Our team reviews, revises, and 
supplements your procedures to ensure the highest caliber of protection for your employees. We do this through 
utilizing only the most experienced experts across the globe, ensuring they have consistent and realistic training.  

We also offer an unparalleled training package taught by prior secret service, military, and law enforcement 
professionals to ensure your internal protection specialists are prepared for their duty. We do this through a crawl-walk-
run-based training package and finalize the training with real vignettes and scenario-specific culmination exercises.

Protection Advisory Services

Protecting your assets requires the support of seasoned professionals. 

GRA Maven provides one or more security experts to advise the client on the safety and security 

of their organization with their overall interests in mind. Our services encompass not only the 

client’s business and employees, but their families as well. These services include but are not 

limited to: Security Assessments, Travel Risk assessments, Protection Training, Active Shooter 

training, and Crisis Reaction Training.

Executive Protection

Executives face a greater array of threats than ever before, 
including threats posed by active shooters and terrorists. 

GRA Maven provides security experts to plan, coordinate, and execute security operations in a 

broad operational spectrum. Our protection services range from one high-profile event to the 

daily life and travels of a high-profile individual, family, and/or company. Security experts will 

provide continuous security advice and operational recommendations to client.
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Protection Training Package

Developing security personnel is vital for any high-profile entity. 

This package provides training for individuals and companies to screen and vet any future security 

personnel under consideration to support the client. Our package also allows GRA Maven to assist 

those individuals once assigned. The course includes protection training, firearms training, environment 

assessment, venue advance training, and Introductory Level Security Assessment training. The course 

assists with essential certifications required to conduct executive protective services.

Protective Surveillance

Identifying threats early is vital to ensure you have time to react. 

The goal of our protective surveillance team is to remain covert at all times and work proactively 

to identify potential threats to our clients. You can be confident that we are watching those who 

may be watching you. All of our services work in concert to ensure the greatest level of protection.

Secure Travel Risk Assessments

Business Travel is physically exhausting and mentally taxing. 
In addition, it is also potentially very dangerous.

GRA Maven provides full-spectrum Travel Risk Assessments for high-profile individuals, families, 

or companies. These assessments will analyze the overall landscape, crime rates, locations, travel 

methods, lodging, and specific threats to clients. Assessments can also include emergency 

extraction plans in addition to security experts that can facilitate extraction in person.
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Protective Firearms Training

Protection specialists require advanced marksmanship skills 
to be effective. 

Our course is designed to teach protection specialists the unique skills required to handle 

firearms effectively in all applicable protective situations. GRA Maven’s training will provide you 

with the tools necessary to meet the demand for scenarios you are most likely to encounter.

Advanced Medical Training

In the event of an emergency, your company’s ability to 
administer immediate treatment is crucial to mitigating loss. 

GRA Maven provides advanced medical training to the client, client’s family and or company 

personnel. In a high-risk environment, the more medical knowledge, the better. In highly volatile 

situations, no one person gets to choose who may or may not be injured or harmed. Every employee 

can be a first responder to a medical emergency. GRA Maven provides the training necessary to bring 

the client and employees up to a higher level of medical knowledge and experience.

Evasive Driving Training

The ability to drive defensively in high-pressure situations 
could be a matter of life and death. 

Moving a high-profile, principal member or group via motorcade requires training and practice for the normal 

operating environment. If situations during a motorcade become much more volatile, driving maneuvers 

that are evasive, defensive, and offensive in nature require advanced training and practice. GRA Maven 

provides security and driving experts to provide this training in a structured and safe environment.
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FUSION CENTER INTELLIGENCE SERVICES
Our protective intelligence services are devoted to providing a proactive analysis of a company’s risks, threats, and 
vulnerabilities. This is done through proactive research by our experts using programs and open source processes to 
identify risks and threats, while providing appropriate mitigation techniques to lessen the likelihood of an event. 
Protective intelligence is a foundational aspect of any good security program and enhances other security tools that 
companies are employing.
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Protective Intelligence
Most organizations do not have access to up-to-date information regarding the specific threats that 

exist within the area they are operating or conducting business. 

Our Protective Intelligence Services are oriented to assist the protective services teams and clients they 

serve. Our seasoned intelligence analysts within the Fusion Center provide proactive situational awareness 

with close to real-time threat intelligence information.

Persistent Monitoring
Knowing who has access to your information or who could be targeting you or your company is a 

proactive necessity for your security. 

GRA Maven’s persistent monitoring service provides the client with constant threat monitoring, giving 

them the peace of mind that their current location is safe. Persistent monitoring services, much like all 

our services, are conducted by intelligence experts who specialize in open source data collection.

Breach Exposure Services
Criminal actors are increasingly successful in penetrating sensitive company information and 

using it to harm the organization.  

Our Breach Exposure Services involve searching for breached data that could be exposed on the open, 

dark, and deep web. This data can be accessed by criminal persons for use or sale. Although some data 

may not be removed, if found, our experts will help formulate a plan to protect company assets.

Secure Travel Risk Assessments
Many travelers are not aware or educated on the threats they may encounter at their desired destinations.

Secure Travel Risk Assessments assist high-value individuals in understanding where they are 

traveling to and the threats inherent to those locations. We conduct a thorough assessment for each 

step of travel, arming the traveler with specific information regarding local and international risks.
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Due Diligence Services
Entering into relationships without knowing the background and risks associated with certain 

individuals or organizations can be catastrophic for any organization. 

Due Diligence Services allow clients to know information when it is most important. Due Diligence 

assessments are conducted proactively on the individual or company level to prepare for future 

relationships and to help decision makers by providing relevant intelligence.

Social Media Risk Mitigation
Social media is now part of our everyday lives. Many times, employees are not educated on how 

their social media practices impact their place of work. 

The Fusion Center provides social media risk mitigation, aimed to increase protection for 

companies and employees. This training or seminar is optimal for any employee related to the 

company on-line. Appropriate social media practices are instrumental to maintain a positive 

reputation and to protect company assets.

Employee Screening Services
Many organizations have the need, but not the capacity to conduct thorough screenings on 

employment candidates. 

Much like the Due Diligence service, employee screening services allow future employers to 

gain better insight on applicants. Employee screenings are much like a typical background 

check but include social media awareness insight and recommendations.




